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TO: ENVIRONMENT, CULTURE & COMMUNITIES OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY PANEL 
 13 JANUARY 2015 
 

 
RESULTS OF TRIAL RECYCLING INCENTIVE SCHEME 

Director: Environment, Culture and Communities 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The Council secured funding in order to introduce a unique recycling reward scheme 

so as to draw out learning in order to inform the national debate.  The scheme was 
introduced as a trial and the Executive is to be presented with the attached report 
(Annex 1) at their meeting in January.  The views of this Panel can help inform the 
decision. 

 
 
2 RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the Overview and Scrutiny Panel reflect upon the success or otherwise of 

the scheme and the value of it continuing so as to inform the final decision. 
 
 
3 REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION 
 
3.1 The scheme has achieved its original objectives as set out in the bid for funding.  

Overview and Scrutiny has previously considered progress reports and made 
suggestions relative to the scheme.  That interest has been and continues to be a 
valued contribution to the setting up and running of the scheme.  The Executive now 
has to determine the future of the scheme. 

 
 
4 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
 
4.1 Not applicable.  
 
 
5. SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
5.1 As previously reported the Council secured £108k from DEFRA’s Reward and 

Recognition funding in May 2012.  The funding has enabled us to set up and provide 
our refuse freighters with the equipment necessary to operate an all-inclusive 
rewards scheme.  That same reader technology as fitted to the trucks is also now 
used to manage the brown bin collection service. 

 
5.2 The Rewards Scheme has been very popular and there are now approaching 12,000 

households in the scheme.  The latest addition of the sponsored community 
donations options has been very well received.  The targets set for the scheme as 
part of the DEFRA bid have also been met; the kerbside recycling participation rate 
has increased and contamination levels have fallen.  We can evidence a saving of 
circa £90k as a result. 

 
5.3 The learning from the scheme is being fed back to DEFRA and via SITA who have 

co-sponsored the initiative.  We have also had contact from several councils. 
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5.4 It’s still early days and there is more that can be realised from the scheme.  
Resources are central to the future promotion of the initiative and the further 
reduction of waste to landfill and recycling.  Accordingly next year we plan to use 
some of the saving to increase our efforts to try to influence social behaviour. 

 
 
6 ADVICE RECEIVED FROM STATUTORY AND OTHER OFFICERS 
 
 Borough Solicitor 
 
6.1 The contents of this report are noted. 
 
 Borough Treasurer 
 
6.2 The marginal costs involved in running this scheme can be met from within existing 

budgets. There are financial benefits to the Council in respect of the Waste Contract 
by increasing recycling and reducing contamination, although these are very difficult 
to quantify. 

 
 Equalities Impact Assessment 
 
6.3 Not applicable the scheme is available to all residents  
 
 Strategic Risk Management Issues  
 
6.4 If the Council does not reach national targets it could find that any fine to the UK 

government are passed on.  
 
 
7 CONSULTATION 
 
 Principal Groups Consulted 
 
7.1 The report takes due account of the feedback of the scheme since its launch. 
 
 Method of Consultation 
 
7.2 Direct contact and on-going email communication  
 
 Representations Received 
 
7.3 Comments have helped inform the report   
 
Background Papers 
 
Executive report dated 27 January 2015 – Results of Trial Recycling Incentive Scheme 
Environment, Culture & Communities Overview & Scrutiny Panel report dated 18 March 
2014 – Recycling Reward Scheme 
Executive Member for the Environment report dated 13 November 2013 – Recycling 
Incentive Scheme 
 
Contacts for further information 
 
Steve Loudoun, Chief Officer: Environment & Public protection - 01344 352501 
steve.loudoun@bracknell-forest.gov.uk 

mailto:steve.loudoun@bracknell-forest.gov.uk

